DEADLOAD CHARTS

Deadload charts for #2584
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

Deadload charts for #2587
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

CONSULT FACTORY FOR APPLICATION
MANKO WINDOW SYSTEMS, INC.
Deadload charts for #257
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

Deadload charts for #2527
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection
Deadload chart for #8057
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

Deadload chart for #253
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

CONSULT FACTORY FOR APPLICATION

MANKO WINDOW SYSTEMS, INC.
Deadload charts for #275

Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

Glass Height (Inches)

Glass Width (Inches)

I.G. 2 - 3/16" Lites

I.G. 2 - 1/4" Lites

I.G. 2 - 3/8" Lites

MANKO WINDOW SYSTEMS, INC.
Deadload charts for #276
Based on setting blocks at quarter points and 1/8" maximum deflection

Glass Height (Inches)

Glass Width (Inches)

I.G. 2 - 1/4" Lites
I.G. 2 - 3/8" Lites

MANKO WINDOW SYSTEMS, INC.